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Jeffrey Freed and Laurie Parsons provide an effective method for helping children with Interest Deficit Disorder excel in
a classroom environment.In simple language, this book explains how exactly to use the innovative "Learning Styles
Inventory" to check for a right-brained learning style; and win over teachers and principals to the right-brained strategy
the ADD child thrives on.without pen or paper;by committing difficult words to visual memory space; tap an ADD kid's
amazing speed-reading capabilities by stressing sight reputation and scanning rather than phonics; access the child's
capability to solve math complications of increasing, often astonishing complexity—and build confidence— capitalize on
the "composing and weaning" strategy to help the child turn mental pictures into written terms; help an ADD kid expert
spelling— This is actually the first book to offer them reason behind hope and a very clear strategy for enabling the
youngster to blossom. For parents who've longed to help their ADD kid quickly and straight, Freed and Parsons's
strategy is nothing brief of revolutionary.
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Unsatisfied from intensive phonics intervention My child is 5 yo right brained dyslexic, and following doing large phonics
intervention myself for 9 months, my child is reading at age suitable level. But I'm unhappy, as I still find that decoding
is usually all but natural. I'm interested in her developing her inherent talents, not in styfling it by unnaturally rewiring
her mind, because this is exactly what we do whenever we train phonics. And Jeffrey presents some extremely practical
ways to teach literacy harnessing their inherent visual spacial talents.Jeffrey's book presents some insight into the
workings of right mind dominant, aka visual spacial, children. He presents some extremely practical visual approaches
for teaching different topics. Good for Dyslexics! This book has important insights into how dyslexics learn, since most
dyslexics are right-brained. It includes an excellent description of why phonics doesn't seem sensible to a right-brianed
learner, and tips for teaching in different ways.. There is so much useful information even for a person who doesn't have
a kid with ADD/ADHD. I've never taken the time to write an assessment, but! It isn't that I was unknowledgeable in
these areas nor that all the information presented was new to me but that the facts and research are so clearly put. I
would highly recommend this book, especially if your son or daughter struggles with regular open public education. Very
interesting read. He is so bright, funny, loving and so emotionally attuned to my moods that I tell my husband he is an
empath. Welcome to the Increase Individual's Mind Since this was an initial read on the subject of right and left brained
thinking and the differences in learning methods, I came across it fascinating.. And if the kid doesn't or can't learn in
this manner. And I find him in a POSITIVE light and also have the vocabulary to talk about all the strengths I already
knew was there. The authors built it logically enough for the layperson to obtain a grip on the various options for
visualization of materials for reading, mathematics, and writing. Out of desperation, after very much deliberation, he has
been on Ritalin for a 12 months at an extremely low dose which has allowed him to stay in the same grade as his twin
(extremely left-brained) sister. Get this book! Also included are some proved techniques for the teacher.! Is that
functions a particular way. underlined it. One of those "Wow" books that everyone have to read. In all honesty I bought it
because I know that a few of my kids are right brained learners and I needed ways of help them with their education (we
homeschool but any parent would benifit from this book) and I missed all the facts that said it had been geared towards
children with Put/ADHD. As it turns out my one young child who I generally bought the book to help doesn't have either.
Lump them together. I couldn't put it down. a lot more. They look at the problem of the child doesn't or can find
out.when the mind develops how exactly it affects learning, behavior, etc. But I've so much insight today and can't wait
around to start applying the methods.. Explores many different options in how exactly to be the very best advocate for
your child. I've learned so very much amazing information regarding ADD/ADHD & I downloaded this reserve yesterday
and spent all day every day reading reading it. If your child is shiny and curious, but college isn't working out well for
them, make sure to examine this publication! He understands because he's been there - as a teacher but, perhaps more
importantly, as the right brained person living in a left brained world. Great Overview - Knowledgeable Insight I came
across this book while searching for information on helping my boy who clearly does not learn easily in what is
considered the 'normal' method. We enjoyed reading this.This would be a great baby shower celebration book to provide
to the expectant parents.. I've know my boy was different and experiencing complications since he was a toddler. Use
the blackboard in your mind.. Many teachers and schools with problem kid. I used several suggestions from this book in
my teaching handbook, Dyslexia Device Package for Tutors and Parents: what to do when phonics isn't plenty of. Not
merely did I discover Jeffrey very useful, his voice is definitely compassionate. Which doesn't work. I lent it to a
professor in Psychology land he iked it therefore well he bought his own copy. Awesome Publication! This is not the all
inclusive quantity for teachers but if you're looking for an launch to understanding a person with ADD, I found this book
very educational.!!!!! Using the ideas designed for teaching spelling and reading comprehension, I was able to increase
my students ability to spell by nearly 100%! That never figure out how to reach they potential. The ability to "make a
movie in his mind" had elevated his comprehension skill significantly.. A must-have for just about any parent... This book
changed our lives. highly recommend! I feel like his explanations really "click" for me, in a way that I can change and
relate them to another person very easily. & As a mom of an amazing child with ADHD, I highly recommend this book!
Different learning style The problem with the training system. So much information in a non overwhelming way. So lots
of the things I have observed and intuitively knew (oh discovered I am very ideal brain as well) about him, are explained



in this book. He's a problem child.. However, rather than returning the reserve, I've kept it, read it, highlighted & Or
used drugs as a quick and fast answer. I purchased it for my granddaughter but noticed I was more right-brained after
reading it. Just how they wanted. I've completely enjoyed the research shared on what & Rather than how he learns it.
This book describe certain problem of how these child understand things. And why teachers believe find out done a
particular way. Which leaves how many child dropped, an forgotten.It took simply three tutoring classes for him to lock
into the visual "chunking" approach to learning to spell a very long word. Because they learn differntly! More than
traditional ADHD books, the writer has really changed just how I understand my daughter's unique issues in addition to
her gifts. We will continue to focus on this skill in tutoring this summer, but I appears like he will be an independent
reader with time for sixth quality. I really believe this is a great starting point for any mother or father with a struggling
learner. I found this book to be a breath of sunshine in helpful and positive here is how to help a kid that's right
dominant. Wouldn't open I could not understand this to open up on my iPad but it's an excellent book. Personally i think
like his explanations really "click" for me I think that this is the most helpful reserve I have read to date to help my
seven-year-old. I found this book to be a breath of sunshine . it took away much nervousness about being "enough" to
raise our child that has some learning issues. I am the mom of an 8 calendar year old boy with ADHD and as a Social
Worker I work with many Insert/ ODD/ and otherwise classified children. Five Stars Item was as described and arrived
rapidly. Five Stars Love this publication! Bought many copies to provide to friends.
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